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Personal involvement in government 

and other sectors
• 1976- Science and Technology Agency, Prime Minister’s Office, 

Government of Japan
– Science and technology policy formulation and policy research 

– Space, nuclear energy, HFSP program, earthquake research

– Energy policy administration at MITI in 1985-87

– Japanese White Papers of Science and Technology in 1994 and 1995 

• 1999- Institute of Innovation Research, Hitotsubashi University
– Innovation research, S&T policy research, industry-university collaborations

– Organized Social Science and Innovation workshop, the third of OECD 
workshops on the future of the social sciences

• 2001- National Institute of Science and Technology Policy, MEXT
– S&T policy research

• 2002- Tokyo Institute of Technology
– Promotion of university-industry research collaborations 

• 2005- Integrated Research Institute, Tokyo Institute of Technology
– Promotion of university based “solutions research” to promote organized 

research activities to address societal and industrial issues supported by 
the MEXT Coordination Funds.

– 2008- member of the Innovation Strategy Expert Advisory Group, OECD
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Issues of government sector-1-

• Government structure
– Organization(s) formulating science, technology and innovation 

policy : A Central body or distributed different ministries?
• Central body could cover wide areas of social challenges and policy 

measures, but may lack in expertise in specific areas. 

• Each Ministry may be interested only in part of social challenges.
– Effective Coordinating mechanism necessary

– Do they have enough information?
• Own research and analytical capability necessary

• Inputs from outside stakeholders necessary, but are they ready to 
accept inputs?

– Could stakeholders present appropriate information at right time?
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Issues of government sector-2-

• Government structure (cont.)

– Do they have enough expertise?

• Management of relationships of different stakeholders necessary

• How to accumulate experience and expertise and its continuity?

– Well-designed organizational structure

• Governance Structure

– Gov’t organization’s appropriate relationship with Law-making 

Body (Parliament) necessary for Accountability and Legitimacy 

of policy formulation and implementation

• Management of relationships with stakeholders

– If interests of different stakeholders collide and arbitration efforts fail, 

could Gov’t organization make final legitimate decisions?
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Issues of government sector-3-

• Government personnel

– Expertise

• How to accumulate relevant expertise

– Incentives

– Evaluations
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Some suggestion for STI policy measures from 

our experience at an academic institution

• To promote research to address societal issues at 
academic institutions, followings are necessary
– Maintenance and expansion of relationships with various 

stakeholders

– Incentive to participants, especially for faculty members and 
young researchers.

• Possible policy measures;
– Expansion of public funds to university-based collaborative 

research and development activities to address societal issues.

– Expansion of support to universities to form and maintain 
organizations for support and promotion of collaborative 
activities.

– Expansion of research and analytical capability of societal and 
industrial future demands and existing and new technologies.


